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The regulation of the genetic information stored in DNA is controlled by DNA binding proteins called
transcription factors (TFs). TFs locate their designated binding site by using the naturally available
“fuel” provided by their thermal environment. It was realised relatively early that the TFs do not simple diffuse three-dimensionally to locate their target site on the DNA. Rather, they perform facilitated
diffusion [1], i.e., they utilise the topology of the DNA to enhance the efficiency of their search. The
facilitated diffusion model will be introduced and recent evidence from single molecule experiments
discussed. In particular, the role of the conformations of DNA will be addressed and shown that the
search process is improved when the DNA is more coiled [2].
Apart from the TF location to the target site, it will be discussed how the expression of one gene controls another downstream gene, in particular, how the accuracy of this control can be effected [3]. The
next step is then to take the above models, designed for dilute scenarios in typical in vitro experiments,
to the more complex environment of living cells [4]. Moreover, I will introduce the concept of the few
encounter limit relevant to determine the regulation dynamics in molecular signalling processes [5].
Finally, the crowded state of the cellular cytoplasm by large molecules will be addressed [6] and shown
how aspects of the dynamics and the conformation of DNA are changed. Knowledge about these facts
is important to understand how gene regulation works in living cells.
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